
DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE

FEATURES

APPLICATIONS
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1GSa/s & 2Ga/s Sampling Rate

2 Channels

7” Widescreen LCD Color Display 

USB Host/Device: Support USB Printer and USB Flash Drive

Digital scope Software

Industrial power Design, Troubleshooting, Installation,  and Maintenance

Electronics Design, Troubleshooting, Installation,  and Maintenance

Circuit Design & Debug

Educational Lab & Training Institution

Repair & Service

Production Test & Quality Inspection

ADS1000+ Series
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User's manual

Product warranty card 

Certificate of approval

1:1/10:1 probes(2 PCS ea)

Power cord satisfying the standard of the user's country 

USB cable

CD (containing PC software GAScope1.0)

Accessories:
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The highest single real-time sampling rate can up to 1GSa/s 

Memory Depth:CAL+ Series: 40Kpts;

                        CML+ Series: 2Mpts;

                        CEL Series: 64Kpts;

Trigger types:Edge, Pulse Width, Video, Slope, Timeout, Alternative

Unique Digital Filter function and Waveform recorder function

Support Pass/Fail function.

Thirty two parameters of Auto measure function

Save/recall types:Setups,Waveform recorder function

Support Multilingual On-line help system

Waveform intensity and Grid Brightness can be adjusted.

Standard Configuration Port:

   USB Host:Support USB flash driver save/recall function and update firmware;

   USB Device:Support printer and support PC remote control, Pass/Fail output

CHARACTERISTICS

● 

ADS1000+ Series

ADS1302CEL
300MHz, 2GSa/s, 2 Ch, 64Kpts memory

ADS1102CAL+
100MHz, 1GSa/s, 2 Ch, 40Kpts memory

ADS1202CAL+
200MHz, 1GSa/s, 2 Ch, 40Kpts memory

ADS1102CML+
100MHz, 1GSa/s, 2 Ch, 2Mpts memory

ADS1202CML+
200MHz, 1GSa/s, 2 Ch, 2Mpts memory

ADS1102CEL
100MHz, 2GSa/s, 2 Ch, 64Kpts memory

ADS1202CEL
200MHz, 2GSa/s, 2 Ch, 64Kpts memory



ADS1000+ Series
DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE

Model ADS1102CAL+ ADS1202CAL+ ADS1102CML+ ADS1202CML+ ADS1102CEL ADS1202CEL ADS1302CEL

Sample Rate Range

Memory Depth

Waveform Interpolation

SEC/DIV Range

1GSa/s

40Kpts

Sample Rate and 
Delay Time Accuracy

Delta Time Measurement

Accuracy

(Full Bandwidth)

Position Range

1GSa/s

2Mpts

2GSa/s

64Kpts

(sin x)/x

4ns/div to 40s/div, in a 2, 4, 8 sequence

±50ppm over any ≥1ms time interva

Single-shot, Normal mode
± (1 sample interval +100ppm × reading + 0.6ns)

>16 averages
± (1 sample interval + 100ppm × reading + 0.4ns)

Sample interval = s/div ÷ 200

20ns/div to 80μs/div

200μs/div to 40s/div
(-8div × s/div) to 40ms

(-8div × s/div) to 400s

HORIZONTAL SYSTEM

VERTICAL SYSTEM

A/D Converter
8-bit resolution,

each channel sampled simultaneously

Analog Bandwidth in
Normal and Average
modes  at  BNC  or  
with  probe,  DC
 Coupled

2

2mV/div to 5V/div at input BNC

  2mV/div to 20mV/div, ±400mV

  50mV/div to 200mV/div, ±2V

  500mV/div to 2V/div, ±40V

  5V/div, ±50V

Channels

VOLTS/DIV Range

Position Range
2mV/div to 200mV/div, ±2V

  >200mV/div to 5V/div, ±50V

Selectable  Analog  
Bandwidth  Limit,
 typical

  20MHz

Low Frequency 
Response (-3db)

  ≤10Hz at BNC

Rise Time at BNC,
 typical

ADS1102CAL+ ADS1202CAL+ ADS1102CML+ ADS1202CML+ ADS1102CEL ADS1202CEL ADS1302CEL

≤3.5ns ≤1.7ns ≤3.5ns ≤1.7ns ≤3.5ns ≤1.7ns ≤1.1ns

DC Gain Accuracy
±3% for Normal or Average acquisition mode, 5V/div to 10mV/div

±4% for Normal or Average acquisition mode, 5mV/div to 2mV/div

DC Measurement 
Accuracy, Average 
Acquisition Mode

Measurement  Type:  Average  of  ≥16  waveforms  with vertical position at zero

Accuracy:  ±  (3%  ×  reading  +  0.1div  +  1mV)  when 10mV/div or greater is selected

Measurement  Type:  Average  of  ≥16  waveforms  with vertical position not at zero

Accuracy: ± [3% × (reading + vertical position) + 1% of vertical position + 0.2div]

Add 2mV for settings from 2mV/div to 200mV/div; add

50mV for settings from 200mV/div to 5V/div

Volts Measurement 
Repeatability,

Delta volts between any two averages of ≥16 waveforms

acquired under same setup and ambient conditions

 Note: Bandwidth reduced to 6MHz when using a 1X probe.

Bandwidth   100MHz 200MHz 100MHz 200MHz 100MHz 200MHz 300MHz



Model

Trigger Sensitivity

(Edge Trigger Type)

Coupling

DC

TRIGGER

EXT

EXT/5

AC

HF Reject

LF Reject

Trigger Level Range

Source

CH1, CH2

EXT

EXT/5

EXT/5

AC

HF Reject

LF Reject

Trigger Level Accuracy, 

typical (Accuracy is for 

signals having rise and 

fall times ≥20ns)

Source

CH1, CH2

EXT

EXT/5

Operates with input signals ≥50Hz

Sensitivity

CH1/CH2

1div from DC to10MHz;1.5div from 10MHz to100MHz; 2div from 100MHz to 200MHz

200mV from DC to 40MHz

1V from DC to 40MHz

Attenuates signals below 10Hz

Attenuates signals above 80kHz

 Same as the DC-coupled limits for frequencies above

 150kHz; attenuates signals below 150kHz

Range

±8 divisions from center of screen

±1.2V

±6V

1V from DC to 40MHz

Attenuates signals below 10Hz

Attenuates signals above 80kHz

 Same as the DC-coupled limits for frequencies above

 150kHz; attenuates signals below 150kHz

Accuracy

0.2div  ×  volts/div  within  ±4  divisions  from  center  of   screen

± (6% of setting + 40mV)

± (6% of setting + 200mV)

Set Level to 50%,typical

Note: Bandwidth reduced to 6MHz when using a 1X probe.

Video Trigger Type

Source

CH1, CH2

EXT

EXT/5

Accuracy

Peak-to-peak amplitude of 2 divisions

400mV

2V

Signal   Formats   and
Field Rates, Video
Trigger Type

Supports NTSC, PAL and SECAM

broadcast systems for any field or any line

Holdoff Range 100ns to 10s

Pulse Width Trigger

Pulse Width Trigger

Mode

Trigger when < (Less than), > (Greater than), = (Equal), or ≠ (Not Equal);

Positive pulse or Negative pulse

Pulse Width Trigger

Point

Equal: The oscilloscope triggers when the trailing edge of the pulse crosses the trigger level.

Not Equal: If the pulse is narrower than the specified width, the trigger point is the trailing edge. Otherwise, 

the oscilloscope triggers when a pulse continues longer than the time specified as the Pulse Width.

Less than: The trigger point is the trailing edge.

Greater than (also called overtime trigger):  The oscilloscope triggers when a pulse continues longer than 

the time specified as the Pulse Width.

Pulse Width Range Selectable from 20ns to 10s

ADS1102CAL+ ADS1202CAL+ ADS1102CML+ ADS1202CML+ ADS1102CEL ADS1202CEL ADS1302CEL



ADS1000+ Series
DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE

Slope Trigger

Slope Trigger Mode
Trigger when < (Less than), > (Greater than), = (Equal), or ≠ (Not Equal);

Positive slope or Negative slope

Equal: The oscilloscope triggers when the waveform slope is equal to the set slope.

Not Equal: The oscilloscope triggers when the waveform slope is not equal to the set slope.

Less than: The oscilloscope triggers when the waveform slope is less than the set slope.

Greater  than:  The  oscilloscope  triggers  when  the  waveform  slope  is  greater than the set slope.

Time Range Selectable from 20ns to 10s

Slope Trigger Point

Overtime Trigger The leading edge: Rising edge or Falling edge; Time Setting: 20-10s

Swap Trigger

Ch2

Readout Resolution

Frequency Range

Ch1

Trigger Frequency  
Counter

Accuracy (typical)

Internal Trigger: Edge, Pulse Width, Video, Slope

Internal Trigger: Edge, Pulse Width, Video, Slope

6 digits

±30ppm (including all frequency reference errors and ±1 count errors)

AC coupled, from 4Hz minimum to rated bandwidth

Signal Source

Pulse Width or Edge Trigger modes: all available trigger sources

The Frequency Counter measures trigger source at all times, including when the oscilloscope acquisition 

pauses due to changes in the run status, or acquisition of a single shot event has completed.

Pulse Width Trigger mode: The oscilloscope counts pulses of significant magnitude inside the 1s measurement 

window that qualify as triggerable events, such as narrow pulses in a PWM pulse train if set to < mode and the 

width is set to a relatively small time.

Edge Trigger mode: The oscilloscope counts all edges of sufficient magnitude and correct polarity.

Video Trigger mode: The Frequency Counter does not work.

Model

INPUTS

Input Coupling DC, AC or GND

Input Impedance,

  DC coupled
1MΩ ±2% in parallel with 20pF±3pF

Maximum Input

  Voltage

Overvoltage Category

CAT I and CAT II

CAT III

Maximum Voltage

Probe Attenuation 1X, 10X

Supported Probe

 Attenuation Factors
1X, 10X, 100X, 1000X

300VRMS (10×), Installation Category

150VRMS (1×)

Installation Category II: derate at 20dB/decade above 100kHz to 13V peak AC at 3MHz* and above. For non-

sinusoidal waveforms, peak value must be less than 450V. Excursion above 300V should be of less than 100ms 

duration. RMS signal level including all DC components removed through AC coupling must be limited to 300V. 

If these values are exceeded, damage to the oscilloscope may occur.

Measurements

Cursors
CursorsVoltage difference between cursors: △V

Time difference between cursors: △T Reciprocal of △T in Hertz (1/△T)

Automatic

Measurements

Frequency, Period, Mean, Peak-to-peak, Cycle RMS, Minimum, Maximum,

Rise Time, Fall Time, Positive Width, Negative Width

ADS1102CAL+ ADS1202CAL+ ADS1102CML+ ADS1202CML+ ADS1102CEL ADS1202CEL ADS1302CEL



Model

Display Type

Display

LCD

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

800 horizontal by 480 vertical pixels

Adjustable (16 gears) with the progress bar

AC

HF Reject

Power Consumption

100-120VACRMS(±10%), 45Hz to 440Hz, CAT II

120-240VACRMS(±10%), 45Hz to 66Hz, CAT II

2A, T rating, 250V

Operating: 32°F to 122°F (0°C to 50°C)

Non-operating: -40°F to 159.8°F (-40°C to +71℃)

Convectional

+104°F or below (+40°C or below): ≤90% relative humidity

106°F to 122°F (+41°C to 50°C): ≤60% relative humidity

Display Resolution

Display Contrast

Probe Compensator 
Output

Output Voltage, typical About 5Vpp into ≥1MΩ load

Frequency, typical 1kHz

Power Supply

Supply Voltage

<30W

Fuse

Environmental

Temperature

Cooling Method

Humidity

Altitude

Operating and Non-operating 3,000m (10,000 feet)

Random Vibration

Non-operating

0.31gRMS from 50Hz to 500Hz, 10 minutes on each axis

2.46gRMS  from  5Hz  to  500Hz,  10 minutes on each axis

Mechanical Shock Operating 50g, 11ms, half sine

Mechanical

Mechanical Shock

Length 339mm 

Height 110.5mm 

Depth 148.5mm 

Weight 2.4Kg  (Excluding of packing and Accessories)

We pursue a policy of continuous development and product improvement. Thus the specifications and picture in this Spec sheet and control location on the front 
panel may be changed.

ADS1102CAL+ ADS1202CAL+ ADS1102CML+ ADS1202CML+ ADS1102CEL ADS1202CEL ADS1302CEL
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ADS1000+ series products have rich trigger modes: Edge, pulse, video, slope, timeout, alternate mode, which satisfy 

with users more extensive needs. Alternative trigger mode is usually used to observing two non-correlated signals at the 

same time and users can select different trigger mode for two channels, which is a kind reproduction that analog 

oscilloscope function in the digital oscilloscope.

Abundant Trigger Function

Digital Filter Function

Auto Measure Function

FEATURES

ADS1000+ series provide a digital filter function, and users can use it setting upper limit and lower limit of frequency to 

reduce signal noise and filter error signal. So they can observe their interested signals distinctly, which will advance users' 

work efficiency consumedly.

ADS1000+ series can auto measure thirty two parameters, which is most in the same level digital oscilloscopes. Auto 

measure function can eliminate user error consumedly, and users will measure parameters what they need faster and more 

accurately using it.

ADS1000+ series also have all measurement function that displays all the waveform parameters on the screen according 

to measure kinds, and users can ready measure parameters value expediently making ADS1000+ series the most perfect 

measure tools

The menu may hide as necessary make waveforms display on18 divides full screen. Comparing with other same level 

digital oscilloscopes, this kind of pattern is more flexible, the user operation is more convenient and users can observe 

waveforms clearly.

Pop-up Menu Display Mode

Display

FFT Waveform Split 

Display Function

ADS1000+ series have the 7" Wide Screen Color TFT LCD. The screen display parameter value and the waveform 

are clearer, stably and nature; That is also more advantageous to alleviate tiredness of users using the instrument 

extended periods at a time.

FFT waveform and its Channel waveform can display on split screen at the same time. In split display mode, the screen is 

divided into two parts and each part is divided eight divides in vertical direction. That is similar to under the entire screen 

pattern simultaneously to observe two waveforms. This way will make users observe waveforms to be clearer and 

convenient.

Waveform Recorder Function

Using this function, Users can continue record data of their need signals as the form of frame. Waveform recorder can 

record input waveform from CH1 and CH2, with maximum record length of 1000 frames. This record behavior can also be 

activated by the pass/fail test output, which makes this function especially useful to capture abnormal signals in long term 

without keeping an eye watching it.

Users may use the Pass/Fail function which the ADS1000+ series provides to carry on the product test. Through a series 

of setups, the oscilloscope can output the test result automatically which enhanced the product production efficiency 

greatly.

Pass/Fail Function

Cursor Survey Function

Powerful Digital Scope 

Software

ADS1000+ series cursor survey function has three kinds of modes: Auto manual mode, Track mode, Auto mode. The 

user may according to own need to choose the survey pattern nimbly, thus with ease read measure results from the top 

right of the screen or experience completely automatic intelligent design pattern.

Digital Scope software is the powerful system software suitable for ADS1000+ series products. This software can realize 

communication between the computer and the oscilloscope by the USB Device, then realizes long-distance control. 

Simultaneously this software can automatic real-time refresh waveform data, provide waveforms measure data sampling 

data, screen images read storage and printing functions. In addition Digital Scope also has setups upload and download 

function. Most quickly basing on millisecond level interactive between PC and ADS1000+ series make users to be easier to 

analyze, research waveforms and data.

ADS1000+ Series
DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE


